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Abstract 
Van Douwen, E.K., The number of cofinal ultrafilters, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 
61-63. 
Let D be a directed set without last element. Call an ultrafilter p on D cofinal if every set in p is 
cofinal in D. We calculate the cardinality of the set of all cofinal ultrafilters on D. 
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Let D be a directed set without last element, i.e., D is a poset satisfying (Vx E D) 
(Vy E D)( 32 E D)[x c z and y <= z]. Call an ultrafilter p on D co$naZ if every set in 
p is cofinal in D, or, equivali ntly, if for each x E D the set X+ = {y E D: x < y} belongs 
to p. Let yD denote the set of cofinal ultrafilters on D. 
In [l] Cater asks to calculate the cardinality of ?D and shows it is at least c. 
Note that since @ is a closed subset of the space /3D of ultrafilters on the discrete 
space 0, this implies that in fact 7D 2 2’. 
In order to calculate IrD], define the true cardimlify of D to be 
heorem. yD = exp’ll D ]I. 
(Recall that for ezch cardinal K one defines exp’rc = 2” and exp2K = exp’exp’rc.) 
For the proof note that without loss of generality we may assume IDi = 11 C 11. 
Indeed, pick any d E D with Id’1 = 1lD11. Then d’ is a directed set with Id’1 = ]ld’II = 
I] 011. Also, since d’ belongs to every cofinal ultrafilter on 0: there is a natural 
bijection yD + ~8, namely p-p n B( d+) (p E yD). 
Since the number of ultrafilters on D is exp21 DI, our assumption IDI = 11 Dll implies 
I yDl G exp211 011. It remains to prove I @I 2 exp211 011. That is easy once one observes: 
a. There is a pairwise disjoint collection of I Dl cojnal subsets of D. 
Since we assume 1 LPI = 11 
the Disjoint Refinement Lemma th 
subsets of D such that 
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(1) (VXED) [A,= 7 x+ and lAxi = IDI] and (Vx E D)(Vy E D) [x # y*A, n A_,, = 
01. 
For x E D enumerate A, in a one-to-one manner as (x,~J : d E 0). For each d E D 
the set Cd = (ax,d : x E D} is cofinal since for x E D we have a,,d E A, n cd 5 x+ n cd. 
Let (C, : x E D) enumerate a pairwise disjoint coIlection of cofinal subsets of D: 
we may assume UxED Cx = D. 
pological proof that 1 yDl2 exp*l I. We will prove 
there is a map from yD onto PD. (*) 
The function uxcD CX x {x} from D onto itself extends to a map f: PO + PD such 
that 
(VXE D)[Dnf+(x}= Cl,]. (**) 
We claim that f + yD = PD. Since yD is closed it suffices to prove f + yD 2 D. This 
immediately follows from the following observation: 
(VC E D)[ YD n cl,&’ # 0 if (and only if) C is cofinal]. 
Set-theoretic proof that IqdIl2exp*lDl. It is known that there is a collection % 
consisting of exp’]Dl filters on D such that 
(1) (t/9+ %z %)(~AG D)[AE 9 and D\AE 991, 
e.g. because lpDl= exp’llll. Then 
f=({U cx: F&F}: 9-E%} 
XE F 
is a collection of expt)D] filters on D such that 
(2) (V9# %r)(3Ac D)[AE 9 and D\AE 91; and 
(3) (V5Q T)(V E 9)[ F is cofinal]. 
For each 9% f the family 
$=9u{x+:x~D} 
has the finite intersection property because of (3), hence we can choose an ultrafilter 
c( 9) on D with c(9) 2 8. Each c(9) belongs to yD since (x+: xc D}c c( 9), and 
c( %) f c(9) whenever 9+ 9 because of (2). 
If D is any directed set, then 
NC(D) = {A G I): A is not cofinal} 
is an ideal on the Boolean algebra B(D), and yD is the Stone space of the quotient 
algebra 9(D) = P(D)/NC(D). 
Call D unijbrm if (Vx E D)[lx+l = IDI]. S’ tnce 9(D)=.9(d+) for every dfz 0, we 
may assume all our directed sets are proppr. 
Call D regulav if all cofinal subsets of D have cardinality Note that D is 
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There are simple examples showing that D can be regular without IDI being 
regular. Call D biregular if both D and IDI are regular. 
We have shown that IyDl= exp*(DI, and in fact ?D can be mapped continuously 
onto PD. We intend to find out more about yD for various D. 
Fact. If D, and D2 are given by 
Dl = b*Y, with AsBifAGB, 
D2=oxo1, with (x,y)s(p,q) ifxsyandpsq, 
then .2?(Dl)=2(D2). 
Proof. If S is any set of cardinality wl, and if 9 is any decomposition of S into o 
uncountable sets, and if 9 is the ideal 
9 = {I E S: (D E 9: D n is uncountable} is finite}, 
then the isomorphism type of the quotient algebra X = v(S)/9 does not depend 
on the choice of 9. Hence both 2!( 0,) and 9( D2) are isomorphic to X 
(Note that this argument also shows that X is homogeneous.) q 
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